
� what is a neutrino factory

� fundamental components proton driver,
pion production,
muon capture and cooling (front end),
muon acceleration and decay ring.

� trade-offs, open questions, necessary R&D

� questions and feedback



goals of a neutrino factory

� a higher flux (1021 neutrinos/year vs. the present 1018),

� a higher energy (50 GeV vs. the present 20 GeV for the CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso project)

� the possibility to control the flavour of the neutrino beam

We need not just to produce neutrinos but to produce them under controlled optical conditions



the general mechanism for a neutrino factory

1) A proton beam bombards a target. Pions are produced isotropically and are collected in the forward
direction. The pions energy spectrum is peaked around 150 MeV (almost independently of the energy
of the proton beam)

2) pions decay into muons

3) muons are captured in a RF system, their energy spread reduced, their transverse phase space
density increased (phase rotation and cooling) and then

4) the muons are accelerated to 50 GeV (with a linear and then circular accelerator) and then

5) the muons are injected in a decay ring, with straight sections pointing towards the detectors, where
they decay into neutrinos

Muons
Mass : 105.6 MeV
Mean life time : 2.2 10-6 s

Pions
Mass : 139 MeV
Mean life time : 2.6 10-8 s



example of neutrino factories

the US way (one of them)



the CERN way
(which will be used for the examples)



to scale with dimensions



Muons in the decay ring (physics request and accelerator constraints)

intensity :1020 to 1022 muons/year
energy : 50 GeV

transverse acceptance : 1.5 � cm rad

longitudinal acceptance : 15 � cm dp/p (0.06 � eV s)

efficiency of 0.005 muons/protGeV
assuming 4 MW proton beam



proton driver beam characteristics

� Beam power 4 MW ("standardisation" after Nufact99)

� minimum energy : 2 GeV

� repetition rate matched to the muon lifetime

� macro-time structure must be matched to smallest of the muons rings

� micro-time structure should (but not necessary in all NF scheme) be of the order of few nsec (less is
not important as 1 nsec is the time jitter of pions decay)
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proton driver - type 1
(RAL 15GeV-25Hz)

15GeV, 25 Hz, 4MW Proton Driver

180 MeV H- linac

Two 15 GeV, 12.5 Hz
Rapid cycling synchrotrons,
radius 150 m

Two 3 GeV, 25 Hz
Rapid cycling synchrotrons
radius 50 m

Injection

Achromat

3 bunches of
1.1 x 1013

protons

6 bunches of
1.1 x1013

protons



proton driver-type 2
(CERN-SPL linac)

-high space charge (halo control for hands-on maintenance)

-fast rising chopper

- low beta SC cavities development

H- RFQ1 chop. RFQ2RFQ1 chop. RFQ2 RFQ1 chop. RFQ2DTL  SDTL RFQ1 chop. RFQ2� 0.52  � 0.7  � 0.8        LEP-II dump

Source  Low Energy section    DTL Superconducting low-� Superconducting ��1

90 keV                       7 MeV             120 MeV                      1.06 GeV                  2.23 GeV

2 MeV ~50MeV   232MeV 394MeV

12m 110m 330m 360m

PS / Isolde

Achromatic bending
and collimation

Accumulator Ring



accumulator and compressor rings

T= 2.2 GeV
IDC  = 11 mA (during the pulse)
IBunch= 18 mA
3.3 uu 108 protons/bunch
lb= 24 ps
HH*H,V=0.6 PPm r.m.s

(140 + 6 empty) per turn

5 uu 140 uu 660 bunches no beam

2.2 ms

13.3 ms

140 bunches

13.3 ms

3.3 PPs

Charge exchange
injection

660 turns

PROTON ACCUMULATOR
TREV = 3.316 PPs

(1168 periods @ 352.2 MHz)

3 ns
(on target)

22.7 ns

TARGET

H+
140 bunches
1.08 uu 1012 protons/bunch
lb ~ 3 ns (on target)

Fast ejection

KICKER
10 ms

3.3 PPs
lb= 0.5 ns

DRIFT SPACE
+

DEBUNCHER

H-

12.4 ns

22.7 ns

5
bunches

Fast injection
(1 turn)

BUNCH COMPRESSOR
TREV = 3.316 PPs

(1168 periods @ 352.2 MHz)

BUNCH
ROTATION
RF (h=146)

Fast ejection

RF (h=146)

2.2 GEV PROTON DRIVER SET-UP



target

Emitted particles in the forward direction
for one primary proton at 2 GeV

30 cm long, 1.5 cm diametre mercury target

Hg Target

D

Cu solenoid

Cu solenoid

Mag. Field 20T

Pencil proton beam

15
 c

m

0.097

0.074

0.483

0.209

0.18

0.11

3.19

2.9

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Positive pions (310 MeV)

Negative pions (288 MeV)

Produced protons (735 MeV)

Scattered protons (1.9 GeV)

Electrons (13 MeV)

Positrons (22 MeV)

Neutrons (58 MeV)

Photons (5.6 MeV)



pion production vs incoming proton beam enegy
example for a 30 cm long mercury target



target issues

� Target must stand power : choice of material and geometry

� Target length :
Target too long: absorption
Too short: low production
Optimum: 2 interaction lenghts

� Radiation issues



first aid focusing: 300kA horn or 20 T solenoid?

technical issue more than physics issue (the phase space at the output is comparable)



decay

� let the pions decay and keep them confined (solenoidal channel, field of the order of 2 T-bore
aperture 60 cm)

� control of emittance increase during decay

decay kinematics : change of direction and mass

motion in a solenoid :  helix around the field lines
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random change of direction and momentum = orbit jump =emittance increase



Phase rotation

phase rotation =  slow down earlier particles, accelerate later particles to arrive to a situation of "frozen
beam.   NEED time dependent longitudinal force



why do we need phase rotation

the ellipse is oriented the wrong way
(we want to accelerate, i.e. need to keep the beam bunched)

pions longitudinal phase space at production
(fluka calculation, 26 mm mercury target, 2.2 geV beam)



there are too few particles in
an energy spread acceptable by an accelerator

phase rotation is necessary



ways to phase rotate

1. Do something a.s.a.p. : start operating on the pions just after the
target .

need high field in high radiation area
pion decay restores energy spread
frequency range > 100MHz

2. let the pions decay : drift of the order of tens of meters

do not need high field
frequency range> 10MHz

3. let the muon beam build up a strong correlation energy-time : drift
of the order of hundreds of meters

"quasi-DC" device to counter-match the correlation
not close to the target
no high field required
needs rebunching

B. Palmer scheme, US
studyII

CERN reference
scenario

Induction Linac
scheme, FNAL study



longitudinal phase plane vs. drift length

no decay
solenoidal focusing

±100 MeV fits in
100MHz

±100 MeV fits in 10MHz

±100 MeV fits in 1MHz



the RFsolution
after decay channel (30 m long 1.8 Tesla solenoid, 60 cm bore diameter) :
 (80% pions decayed)

for energy
higher than
100 MeV
there is a
structure on
40 MHz



� use "low" gradient (few MV/m) : the beam has to de-bunch slower
than the rotation

� length around 50 m : max that can be rotated is 100 MeV

DEBUNCHING per METRE at 40 MHz

            energy spread

average energy
(MeV)

�50 MeV �100MeV

150 4.7� 12.7�

250 1.4� 3.3�

350 0.6� 1.4�



if we had a super-cavity that could give 100MV at 40 MHz



but for the moment we use

30 cavities , 1 m long, 40 MHz, 2MV/m, 1.8 Tesla solenoid around

rotation : 3 deg / cell , rf defocusing small



what happens in the transverse plane during rotation

some 10% transverse emittance increase due to the time
dependent RF defocusing



frank drawing



DEPENDANCE ON THE PROTON BEAM PULSE LENGTH
(dependence from the proton driver characteristics)

proton pulse total length( nsec)
(square pulse)

�/year  (1021) end of cooling

0 1.6
1 1.5
2 1.4
3 1.3
4 1.2
5 1.1
6 1.1
7 1.0
8 0.98
9 0.97
10 0.93



Induction linac solution



induction linac solution

The induction  linac is formed of 25 cm
cells pulsed with a maximum voltage of
500 kV. The linac produces an average
gradient of 2 MV/m for a distance of 50 m.
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The correction affects the  muons with
kinetic energies between 120 and 310
MeV and results in a 330  ns long macro
bunch. To obtain a bunched beam for
cooling, a series of 176 MHz cavities are
employed  .

Bz on Axis 1.4 T
Aperture 0.6 m
Pulse  length 300 ns
Power Consumption 16.5 MW



induction linac principle



pros and cons of the two solutions

(COMPARISON AT THE END OF COOLING for a CERN study case)

INDUCTION LINAC RF (40-80 MHz)

length  (m) 367 250
 number of particles in a given
acceptance

 pion 0.04 muon/pion

power needed (ESTIMATE) 16 MW (IL)+  15MW (176
MHz)

7. MW (40MHz)+ 7 MW (80
MHz)

dependence on driver :

     pulse length

     number of pulses

no

yes

less than 3 nsec

no

Time structure from the CERN proton drivers :

12 bunches/macrobunch for the IL scheme

144 bunches/macrobunch for the RF scheme



Induction Linac solution is risky due to the poor performances so far showed by existing I.L. Lots of
money has been devoted to IL research and development during the "star wars" period in the US and
yet a satisfactory performance was never reached. The identified problems of the I.L. are : sparking
across the gap; oil leak; low reliability; difficulty to work in pulsed mode due to core saturation.

40 MHz cavity : PS results and necessary upgrade



COOLING



COOLING-what is cooling and why do we need it
� increase the density in the 4D transverse phase spac
� overall reduction of the transverse energy of without increasing distance from the propagation axis



how much cooling do we need

for a : we need

collimated neutrino beam muon beam divergence less than
1/� (i.e. 0.02 at 50GeV)

reasonable decay ring vacuum
chamber

muon beam size of the order of
tens of cm

� At production :

2 GeV proton beam instantaneously impinging on the target
FLUKA calculations of 2.6 cm long Hg target + 20T solenoid

� Decay and phase rotation dilute the phase space
(factor 1.5-2 )

15 pi cm rad
normalised



ionisation cooling principle

rms scatt
angle

distance travelled in
absorber

particle momentum
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fundamental cooling cell :absorber + RF cavity

cooling channel

� emittance decrease is few percent / stage (limit is the rf gradient)
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� we need several stages (typically 100)

� we need an overall optimisation of the channel

coefficient of dumping
is proportional to the
electric field gradient



choice of frequency

� the beam must be (and stay) bunched :

              acceptable energy spread is function of the frequency

� gradient prop frequency, cavity size inversely proportional

              trade-off cooling rate / acceptance

solutions/compromises

� use low frequency cavities (below 100 MHz) and accept higher energy spread (limit is the slope of
Bethe –Bloc)

� use high frequency cavities (above 100 MHz) closed with Berillium windows (extra scattering in the
windows + technical problems during breakdowns ….)

low frequency
high gradient

big bore
uniform field



choice of focalisation

� constant beam size or waist in the absorber?

depends whether the cell works in multiple scattering dominated regime or emittance dominated regime



 re-matching section

single particle                                                                                              beam



the CERN front end



emittance evolution in the front end of the neutrino factory

Cooling increases the phase space density of a factor of 16-



can we do without cooling
(or at least at a first stage)

� start with a penalty factor of 16

� system OPTIMISED without cooling gives a factor 10 less

� careful longitudinal dynamics and minimisation of emittance blow-up. Same number of cavities as the
reference scheme, used as longitudinal FODO

� 



acceleration to 50 GeV

in 3 steps:

Linac up to 2 (3) Gev

Recirculating Linac up to 15 GeV

2nd recirculator up to 50 GeV



decay ring

geometry + geography determines the efficiency

search for interesting detectors site



open issues (optimistic view)

SPL
superconducting cavities at low beta
superconducting cavities in pulsed mode

TARGET :

………….

FRONT-END & Linear acceleration

cavities in high radiation area,
voltage holding capability of low energy cavities
cooling efficiency with "engineering constraints"
how to get rid of unwanted particles that flow down the muon channel

RLAs

beam loading
electron losses


